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ABSTRACT. Following up the modlfio^ ll^ tlon looently reported of iHulburt-Hirsch- 
foldcr potential function for the pi'ediction of tho molecular vibration-rotation constant ag, 
it JB shown that similar predictions of tho anharmoninity constant are possible by suit­
able substitutions. Tho comparison of the calculated data with the experimental data on 
(i)p£Ue shows that in this case too, Uie H-H function works out much better than Morse’s.
lu  a recent paper (Tawde and Katti, 1959), the eiiicacy of tho original 
BuJburt-HirHclifeldor (H, H, 1941) function was demonstrated by introducing 
m it suitable modifications. The test applied for the efficacy was the prediction 
of certain verifiable moloiuilar constants. Although the original function contained 
all the five usual molecular constants, co^ , B^, Dg and a ,^ they were, in the 
ultimate analysis, reduced to four, leaving tho vibration-rotation interaction 
coiifitant oLg to be predicted from the knowledge of the four. Such transformation 
was brought about by the incoi*poration of Morso-Pekeris relation which made 
one of the constants of H-11 relation independent of a .^ The modified expression 
proved highly successful in reproducing data witliin il5 .3 % .
Such expressions are also possible to be tested for their capacity to predict 
tlie anharmoiiic constant Although earlier wc tried to explore this
[lossibility in the case of H-H function m tho above manner, we did not succeed. 
While pursuing this issue further, we could now succeed in suitably modifying 
the function to predict oigXg in the same way as the constant a .^ This paper 
presents this study, as the results seemed very promising.
Tho development of modified H-H equation has been shown in full steps 
by (Tawde and Katti, 1959) for evaluation of a<,. Now for the purposes of fleriving 
(OjXg, we have their equations (3.2) and (3.3) as follows :
X  =  3a(c-l)
7  =  a*[7+12c(6-l)]
where the Morse constant a =  1.2177x10’ Wa(JDg//*^ )i and H-H constants
c =  l-fai(B/ao)i, 6 =  2—[7/12— with %~big^l4Bg, = —]—0Lgi^ g
I^B^, otg =  &liay^—2 (jigXel^ Bg. Here X  and Y  need to be made independent 
of ti^ Xg so that by assuming the other constants w,, Dg, Bg and a ,^ one could get
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at the value of The only empirical relation that we could think of was
Df — This is a quantity derived from Morse relation and since it
is the basic part ot H-H function, on© could justify the use of this expression
to ^in the present set-up. Thus substituting co^Xg =  in the expression for 
above, w^e get
This makes Y  independent of cOgXg and X does not involve tOgXg at all.
This modified expression allows predictions to be made for co^Xj,. Wo 
have therefore calculated their values m the same set of 23 diatomic molecules,
TABLK I
Morse
% error H-H % error
1^1 atom (Varshm, (jiresont
l!>r)7) papei)
H, +  7.0 +  24.5
ZnH -1-52,9 -1 4  6
CHH + 78.8 +  0 6
H j?H + 55.6 -1 5  2
CH +  8.2 -M2.3
OH +  13.9 +  13 0
HF -1 1 .3 -1- 6 8
HCJ f  15.3 +  13.0
HBr -1-22.8 +  11 1
HI 1-30.0 +  19 0
Lin 1 37.3 +  3 3
Nan 1 44 3 -1 3 .2
Kn +  44,6 -2 3 .5
Nnl ( +  58.0) ( +  19.9)
Nn^ i +  30.6 +  13.4
P 2 +  32.6 -1- 6 0
On +  23.0 +  11 4
SO +  67.2 +  18.4
Cln -  1.7 -1 3  2
Bra +  41.8 -1 8 .5
I 2 +  49.8 -  3.9
lol +  43.4 +  10 9
0 0 (1) ( +  17 1) (+  7 6)
0 0 (2) (+11.3) (+  6 6)
00(3) -  3 6 -  3,6
NO(l) ( +  48.6) ( +  14 2)
NO(2) +  21.9 +  9.7
Average ±31 2 ± 12.1
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which we have earlier used to prove the efi&oacy of the H-H fimctiou in terms 
of oLg. The calculated results when compared with observed data give errors 
winch are recorded as percentage errors in Table I. As Morse function is the 
most universally used function we are giving the percentage errors (of. Varshni, 
11157) produced by Morse function too, for comparison, in order to bring out the 
relative merits of the present results.
Tt may be noted from Table I  that the average percentage error ±12.1 ob­
tained with H-H function is significantly lower than that duo to Morse, viz. 
^31.2. The performance of H-H function in relation to the other functions on 
ihe basis of jjercentage errors is shown in Table 11. The figures for other functions 
are taken from Varshni. I t  may be noted that the only function which stands 
superior to H-H function is the empirical one. This latter has also been found 
to be the best among the functions examined by Varshni
TABLE II
Function. % Erroi
Morae rh31.2 (a)
Rydberg ±23 1 (a)
First ±18.2 (a)
Seventh ±13.6 (a)
Jjippincott ±12.7 (a)
iKulburt & Hirschfelder ± 12.1 (b)
Empirical ± 11.1 (a)
(a) Varshni, (b) the present paper.
Further the H-H lunction which was shown to be superior in making the 
estimates of with ±15.3% by (Tawde and Katti, 1959) has given a better 
iiccuracy for viz. ±12.1 on the lines of the development of H-H expression 
m(li(;atod above. This observation fits in the general conclusion arrived at by 
V^ arshni that for any function, x can be estimated to a greater degree of
accuracy than a .^
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